From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

deb
Lillian Lederer; Gretchen Milliken
planning
[External] Vail Admin CUP for Lift Upgrades
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:22:13 AM

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Planning Department,
Please include this email as part of the public record; previous emails on this matter may be removed
from public record if desired by Planning as admittedly they contain information not pertinent to the
review.
Below are reasons why the application submitted for the two new lifts should be rejected.

1. Per the 1998 DA, Exhibit L Mountain Upgrade agreement, the Eagle lift was not foreseen as being
either replaced, removed or upgraded. This is clearly shown in visual exhibits as well as in the
language of the agreement. The Eagle lift was anticipated to remain and a new lift located below it
and the First Time lift. The proposed new lift was to offload in the area of the Meadows and
Assessment terrain. The proposed replacement of Eagle is anticipated to offload in the vicinity of
the King Con offload location. This is a substantive change.
2. Per the 1998 DA, the Resort Owner must appropriately mitigate parking issues that arise with its
operations. If not, the City may restrict ticket sales until the issues are addressed. For several
years, parking has been a problem and the Resort Owner has failed to properly mitigate. This
year, the parking situation was far beyond acceptable and again, the Resort Owner failed to
mitigate. Adding a 6 person lift at the base requires a thoroughly vetted parking plan to handle any
additional skiers arriving. The proposed Eagle is replacing a 3 person chair, is located at the Base
Area and services many arriving skiers. We know this to be the case as skiers today are scanned
for a pass before boarding. The proposed 6-person Eagle will most certainly be loading skiers
arriving to the resort and not those already on the mountain. It is imperative a functioning and
effective parking mitigation plan be developed prior to any approval; a condition of approval simply
will not cut it as the applicant knows the City will not enforce restricting sales based on history and
therefore, it has no merit.
3. While the owner has refused to provide skier visitation numbers, the skiing community has
experienced and is confident the CCC has been impacted. Any impact resulting in exceeding the
CCC on an even more frequent basis must be prevented. As the new Eagle will double the current
Eagle's capacity, this could result in more days where the CCC is exceeded and result in more
safety issues for visitors to the mountain. The Resort Owner has a business model that is all about
increasing the number of skiers on the mountain in spite of its impact on safety and enjoyment.
4. Where are the 23 employee housing units ready for occupation as required by the DA for the
development of Parcel A (Marriott Mountainside)? No further CUPs were to be approved until this
obligation was approved...we continue to kick the can down the road. This application stands
alone and must be treated as such. This alone is reason to reject the application; it is their
responsibility.
In summary, it is very unlikely the almost 25 year-old 1998 DA anticipated PCMR to be what it is today;
yet it is the basis for review. Therefore, the only option is to reject the current Administrative CUP before
Planning until all requirements have been fulfilled.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

Silver King Consolidated, Inc.
Recently merged from Silver King Mining Company
1425 Arlington Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
April 4, 2022
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue
P.O. Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Via email: gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Members of the Planning Department,
I am writing in very strong support of the Park City Mountain lift upgrade proposals including the
Silverlode replacement of the six-pack with an eight-passenger brand new lift, and especially the new
Eagle 6-pack which makes much more sense than the previously approved Chondola.
Our company recently renewed the lease of the Scott’s Bowl area which has been closed for the past
four years. PCMR understood the enhancement of the ski experience this terrain would lend to its
patrons. GM Mike Goar and Vail Corp worked very hard to get it back into skier-availability which
is most appreciated by our local skiers who understand its unique history and the importance of
access there.
These new lift enhancements fall into the same category of improving the on-mountain experience
and we urge you to approve these applications. Mr. Goar and Vail Corp should be congratulated for
this attention to what’s needed on the mountain.
Sincerely,

Michael D. Gallivan, President
mgallivan@me.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades
Monday, April 4, 2022 1:29:32 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Bill Malone <billmalone96@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 1:01 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hello Ms Milliken and planning commission :
I wanted to take this opportunity to share with you my personal pleasure in learning this past year
about the proposed lift upgrades to both the Eagle Lift and the Silverlode Lift at the Park City
Mountain Ski Resort. As a long time skier at PC Mtn. ( 23 consecutive years of season passes for my
family) , I believe these two lift improvements will significantly improve the quality of the ski
experience for the customer.
The Eagle Lift replacement should help reduce the early morning crunch at the base of the resort
while getting the skier to a better spot on the mountain that will give them more options as to
where to go. The Silverlode Lift improvements will simply improve the lift lines there by getting more
skiers up and out in less time .
As someone who has watched lifts come and go at Park City Mtn. over the years ( Ski Team Lift
replaced by Crescent, etc.) , these proposed improvements to their lift system will be a welcome
site once completed.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions on the matter, and I hope the City will see these
improvements as marked upgrades to the ski experience as much as I do.
Thank You, Bill Malone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:47:43 AM

From adjacent property owner.

From: Michelle Hardwick <mkolbe0@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:55 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
GretchenI'm writing you to express my concerns with the proposed plans for the upgrade and move of the
Eagle lift at PCMR. While I am excited to have a new lift, the placement of the lift is a concern. As a
property owner at Snow Flower Building 2, I feel that PCMR should not be allowed to build
equipment like this so close to the property line. Here are a few of the reasons for my concern:
Our building has been experiencing increased drainage issues in our parking garage over the
last few years. Water experts have been consulted and there are concerns about the current
drains between our property and PCMR being undersized for the amount of snowmelt coming
onto our property, potentially due to the half pipe and jumps installed after drainage and our
buildings were built. With a lift moving closer to the building, this will further affect the
drainage of snow. If you look at this area right now, the snow has already melted from the
area where the lift will be placed. With a lift there, PCMR will need to bring more snow closer
to our building which will most definitely result in further drainage issues.
This equipment will create added noise and traffic very close to a private residential building.
We have already had issues with PCMR visitors trespassing on our property and trying to
access our facilities. With the closer proximity of the lift to the property line, I'm more
concerned about foot traffic cutting through our property from PCMR.
The maze for loading this lift will look down upon our property directly into the pool area
which causes privacy concerns for those using the pool.
Again, I am in favor of the upgraded lift but I hope that the Planning Department will evaluate the
placement of this lift and the appropriateness of moving it to be so close to the property line. I
would also recommend that the city requests a study of the impacts of snowmelt to neighboring
buildings that will result from the terrain and snowpack changes required for this lift.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my concerns.

Michelle Hardwick
401 Silver King Drive #80

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Eagle Lift
Thursday, April 7, 2022 10:12:11 AM

From: Mike Mangano <mikempve@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:57 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Eagle Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Ms Milliken
My family and I own a condominium at Snowflower and are concerned over the placement of the
new Eagle lift. The new lift will sit right up from our property and will destroy any semblance of
privacy we have.
One of our two stairways will be rendered useless and the other one will enter right in the middle of
the people waiting to get on the lift. The new Eagle lift will be a great help to alleviate crowds
waiting to get up the mountain but there seems to be no good reason for its placement. The current
Eagle lift has been there forever with no complaints that I am aware of. I feel that the new lift can
be moved further up the mountain or be built at the place of the original Eagle. We were told at the
last minute and do not have the time to discuss this with our owners.
We originally lived in Park Meadows, and when I was transferred to S. California, we quickly realized
how much we missed Park City. We purchased a condominium at Snowflower and since selling my
business, spent about 3 months a year in Park City. My daughter, son in law, and grandson now live
in Park City, giving us an extra incentive to be in town.
My question is to ask when do we stand up to Vail to ask that they become a member of Park City,
and not just a marketing arm of Vail, Inc. They do not seem to care about the magic of what we
have and are intent on changing the face of the mountain for revenue.
I am asking that you review this request carefully.
Thank you for listening.
With kind regards,
Mike Mangano
Snowflower #54

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade
Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:41:52 AM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Emily Fisher <emily@ywsa.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hi Ms. Milken,
My name is Emily Fisher and I am the Executive Director of the Youth Sports Alliance. Vail Epic
Promise has supported our after school programs Get Out & Play and ACTiV8 for many years. This
year through the programs at Park City Mountain over 500 local youth will learn to ski and ride. The
life long lessons these students will learn, how to get up after falling down and having the courage to
try something new will serve them for the rest of the life. Equally as important is the fact that these
programs make all students feel including in our mountain community.
I am writing to you today to voice my support for Park City Mountains lift upgrade project. I
understand the proposal includes replacing the existing Silverlode lift and Eagle Lift. I believe these
lift upgrades will not only improve our students experience on the mountain during Friday
afternoons but will be an excellent enhancement to all skiers and riders. As you can imagine on
Friday afternoons when Get Out & Play students arrive at Park City and the Canyons excited the ski,
the best possible thing will be to have them get up on the mountain quickly with very limited wait
time. I believe these upgrades will decrease wait time and lift lines for our students. The proposed

upgrades will provide and even better experience for the students and instructors who are wrangling
them.
Separately as a 24 year resident of Park City I am in favor of these lift upgrades and support Vail in
their efforts to improve the skier and rider experience.
Please let me know if you would like any additional information or feedback. Thanks so much,
Emily

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Base Area Project
Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:05:04 AM

From: deb <der0813@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:46 AM
To: John Phillips <john.phillips@parkcity.org>; Laura Suesser <laura.suesser@parkcity.org>; Douglas
Thimm <douglas.thimm@parkcity.org>; Bill Johnson <bill.johnson@parkcity.org>; Sarah Hall
<sarah.hall@parkcity.org>; Christin VanDine <christin.VanDine@parkcity.org>; John Kenworthy
<john.kenworthy@parkcity.org>; planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Cc: ndeforge@fabianvancott.com; Margaret Plane <margaret.plane@parkcity.org>; Mark Harrington
<mark@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Base Area Project

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Commissioners and Planning Department,
It's my understanding there is an "incomplete" application currently in the Planning Department for two lift
upgrades at PCMR - Eagle and Silverlode. Communications indicate this could be approved on an Admin
basis versus going before the Planning Commission.
As these lift upgrades pertain to the Mountain Upgrade Plan included with the '98 DA which is in part
basis for the review of PEG's application for the development of the Base area, it seems only appropriate
the lift upgrade application be reviewed by the Commission and the findings considered as part of the
review of PEG's application for the Base Area Project. As part of PEG's review, they provided a
presentation on mountain upgrades and capacity. During this presentation, they insisted there were no
plans for any upgrades; obviously this has changed. Please insist the application for the lift upgrades be
reviewed in full by the Planning Commission in conjunction with the PEG application as they are certainly
intertwined.
On a different aspect, PEG's proposal includes a 249 key hotel instead of day-skier services on Parcel C.
They insist there is nothing in the '98 DA which precludes them from making this change. Here's two
simple reasons it shouldn't be allowed:
1) A 249 key hotel offers no benefit to locals; day-skier services do offer a benefit.
2) We are in a drought - have been and it's expected we will continue to be indefinitely. The amount of
water a day-skier services facility and related operations require is
far less than what a 249 key
hotel with 249 bathrooms, tubs, showers, public bathrooms, swimming pool, etc requires. We can't
continue to offer up our resources as if
they are endless. It is our city government's responsibility to
help ensure the well-being of its residents and water is necessary for survival. A 249 key hotel is not.
Lastly, I have no idea what PEG is planning to come back with regarding traffic and parking mitigation.
But many graphs and charts on traffic over the last few months were presented at the March 31st, 2022
City Council meeting. It was stated more information could be gathered if desired, but suffice it to say,
everything we've been claiming regarding an increase in traffic and travel times was supported by the
data presented. While it is PEG's responsibility to gather data in support of their plan, this data clearly
shows whatever data they've presented is outdated, inaccurate and/or misleading. Please take the time
to look over the information presented at the City Council meeting, ask for more from the City if desired
and hold PEG's feet to the fire. Their plan does not work; and note, Quinn's is on hold and our City

Councilor Max Doilney says Richardson's Flats is sketchy and he wouldn't let his Cornerstore employees
park there. And, amenities such as bathrooms can NOT be built there. This indicates promises by PEG to
put facilities out there for employees hasn't been investigated by PEG or vetted by planning staff; here's
where they come back down the road and say "Oops, sorry. We didn't realize bathrooms and other
amenities weren't an option at Richardson's. Oh well..." There's a lot of concern about how employees
are treated in our community; actions often speak louder than words.
PEG has given many assurances verbally in meetings with regards to bus shelters, additional sidewalks,
sidewalk widths, shuttle capacity, drop-off facilitation, off-site lot amenities, etc but have they actually
done any investigation into the plausibility? Has the planning staff vetted their 'assurances'? Do we know
if they'll be granted the approval for the traffic light warrants which impacts the entire plan? Simply put, if
this is approved, conditions of approval need to have the teeth of the Big Bad Wolf and our City needs to
be prepared to enforce and uphold every single one of them.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades
Friday, April 1, 2022 3:45:48 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: gregory neville <nev.gj123002@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 3:14 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Good afternoon Gretchen,
My name is Gregory Neville and I am a long time advocate of PCMR. I have been an avid skier at
PCMR since 1992 and I have enjoyed the
many mountain upgrades over the years. My wife and I, through our business Allora, are members
of the Park City Chamber, Park City Restaurant Association,
and Park City Women's Business Network. We are also an in-kind Sundance partner, strong
supporters of the NAC, and annually support and partner with the
Park City Educational Foundation.
I wanted to let Park City planning know that I am in favor of, and fully support, the 2 new lift
upgrades proposed by PCMR. The planned Silverload 8 passenger lift

and Eagle 6 pack would greatly facilitate skier movement around the mountain while keeping inline
with current lift alignments. By adding these modern and efficient
lifts to PCMR, I believe it will be a huge benefit to Park City skiers, our out of town tourists and skiers,
and reflect very favorably on Park City as a whole.
If I may lend further support to the PCMR lift upgrade process, or if can assist in ant way going
forward, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Gregory Neville
-Gregory Neville
Chef Partner Sommelier
Allora, Inc.
6440 N. Business Park Loop Rd.
Park City, UT 84098
+1.435.776.6850
nev.gj123002@gmail.com
alloracateringevents.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: [External] PCMR lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:53:11 AM

From: June Krigman <jrkrigman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:47 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR lifts

[CAUTION] This is an external email.

I understand that Park City Mountain Resort is looking for approval on
new lifts. I would like to state an objection to the replacement of the
current 6 person Silverlode lift with an 8 person lift. I realize they want
to cut down lift lines, however, this lift will only end up putting even
more skiers on already crowded slopes which will lead to more
accidents. Also, 6 people have enough trouble getting off the lift, often
falling and knocking others over. 8 people will create even more people
falling and getting hurt.
What they should be doing is replacing the Pioneer lift. There are lovely
trails off this lift but hardly anyone uses it because it is so slow. A
faster lift here would draw skiers away from the Silverlode lift and trails,
and spread them across the mountain. This would be a much safer
alternative.
June Krigman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 4:24:17 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Walt Brett <walt@thecolonywpc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: mgoar@vailresorts.com
Subject: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Dear Miss MillikenI am writing you and the Park City Planning Board regarding Vail Resorts proposed
replacement lifts for the existing Eagle chair and Silverlode chair. These expensive
improvements would help address existing issues with crowding and moving visitors around
the resort. I believe that these proposed lifts are in compliance with previously developed
Master Plans for the resort.
As the mountain and town have grown it is imperative that the resort operator addresses
these types of issues. These two lifts certainly will help elevate some of the crowded areas
and help get more people up the mountain faster.
I have been a full-time resident of Park City and Summit County for the past 24 years and my
wife has called Park City home for the last 48 years. We have seen much change in our town
and recognize that our quaint little town has changed. Having a quality skiing experience is
very important to us. We fully support the approval and construction of these two lifts and
encourage Park City Planning to approve the projects.
Sincerely,

Walter Brett
435-640-4621
Jennifer Lewis Brett
435-714-0919

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support
Sunday, April 3, 2022 9:57:33 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dave March <dmarch@cvma.com>
Date: April 3, 2022 at 21:40:00 MDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support


Dear Park City Planning Department,
I’m writing in support of the upcoming Park City Mountain lift enhancements for Eagle
and Silverlode. My family and I have been skiing the resort for years and believe that
these proposed upgrades would enhance the guest experience both directly out of the
base area and also at Silverlode, perhaps the busiest lift on that side of the resort. By
providing another major lift from the base that would allow you to ski the “front face”
trails directly, as well as provide better connectivity to the other parts of the mountain,
the new Eagle left would be a major win for all. Likewise, increasing the capacity at
Silverlode would help both the local and the destination skier. As we know, that lift is a
vital artery for guests coming and going from the Quicksilver gondola. Both proposed
lifts projects would certainly add to the Park City experience.
Thank you for your time.
Dave
Dave March
Dir. of Marketing and Events
Canyons Village Management Association
1790 Sun Peak Drive, B104
Park City, UT 84098
dmarch@cvma.com
O: 435.655.2580 x104
D: 435.602.1665
-----The information contained in this message is confidential and intended only for the use
of the individual or entity named above, and may be privileged. Any unauthorized

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please reply to the sender immediately, stating that you have received
the message in error, then please delete this e-mail.

Snow Flower HOA I
401 Silver King Drive
PO Box 448
Park City, Utah 84060
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Re: Park City Mountain Resort’s Proposal to Upgrade Eagle Lift to Six Passenger Lift
Wednesday, April 6, 2022
Dear Ms. Milliken,
We are writing today to express our concerns regarding the proposed placement of the new Eagle lift at
Park City Mountain Resort. As PCMR’s closest neighbors, we will be the most heavily impacted by the
placement of the new lift and ask that the Commission take our concerns under consideration.
Late last week, Park City Mountain Resort approached us with their plans to upgrade the Eagle ski lift to
a high speed six passenger lift. Their plan involves bringing the lift down the slope from its current
location and placing it directly behind Snow Flower’s Building 2. Under PCMR’s proposal, the lift terminal
will be 75 feet long and 20 feet tall and will be approximately 35 feet from the slope side of Building 2.
We recognize that there are benefits to the proposed changes, including easier access to a great deal of
beginner and intermediate terrain via a publicly accessible mid station unloading point, the easy access
to King Con and the ability for larger groups and families to ride the lift together. PCMR’s hope is that
this new lift line, with its higher capacity and speed and new route, will alleviate some of the lines seen
at other lifts, such as Pay Day and Silverlode. There is no doubt Snow Flower owners and guests will
benefit from these changes as well; however, there are potential negative impacts to Snow Flower that
should be considered.
These impacts include:
• Complicating slope access for Snow Flower Building 2
• Privacy concerns due to the placement of the maze and lift
• The lift will obscure the view of some Building 2 condos
• A potential increase in trespassing and parking violations
• Summer construction noise
• Possibility of mechanical noise during the winter while the lift is in operation
Snow Flower Building 2 ski access will be adversely affected by the plans for the new lift. The staircase
currently used to access the slope will lead directly into the “low clearance area” of the lift, so owners
and guests will be required to walk up above the lift or down below to access the ski lifts.
The new maze will also look directly down into the Pool 1 area and onto the decks / balconies of many
condos in Snow Flower Building 2, presenting privacy concerns. The new lift will also create view issues

for some condos in Building 2 and may cast shadows and block light, which may in turn negatively
impact the value of slope side condos in this building.
Additionally, we frequently have problems with skiers who trespass on our property, both for parking
and to access the lifts. We are concerned that the new lift’s proximity to our property will only
encourage this further and lead to an increase in trespassing.
PCMR has indicated that they plan to begin demolition next month and construction will take place all
summer. This poses noise considerations for summer guests, as well as the potential for noise impacts in
winter, while the lift is in operation. PCMR has informed us that this will be a Return Terminal, and that
noise levels will be similar to those of the First Time Lift, but given its close proximity to Building 2, we
feel that some level of noise impact is inevitable.
We fully support the goal behind the new lift and enjoy working with Vail as friends and neighbors. In
that spirit, we ask that PCMR and the Planning Commission delay making a decision and reconsider the
placement of the lift and explore options for building the new terminal closer to the existing Eagle Lift.
Thank you for your time and consideration. We look forward to working with Park City and Vail to
ensure that the new lift benefits all parties.

Regards,

Snow Flower HOA I Board

Claudia Ehrenfeld
Board President
claudiae@ehrenfeldgroup.com

Mike Mangano
Vice President
mikempve@gmail.com

Sandy Chinn
chinn.sandy@gmail.com

Edwin Shackeroff
edwin77@me.com

Tony Reed
Treasurer
Tonyreed219@gmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

deb
Lillian Lederer; Gretchen Milliken
planning
[External] Vail Admin CUP for Lift Upgrades
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:22:13 AM

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Planning Department,
Please include this email as part of the public record; previous emails on this matter may be removed
from public record if desired by Planning as admittedly they contain information not pertinent to the
review.
Below are reasons why the application submitted for the two new lifts should be rejected.

1. Per the 1998 DA, Exhibit L Mountain Upgrade agreement, the Eagle lift was not foreseen as being
either replaced, removed or upgraded. This is clearly shown in visual exhibits as well as in the
language of the agreement. The Eagle lift was anticipated to remain and a new lift located below it
and the First Time lift. The proposed new lift was to offload in the area of the Meadows and
Assessment terrain. The proposed replacement of Eagle is anticipated to offload in the vicinity of
the King Con offload location. This is a substantive change.
2. Per the 1998 DA, the Resort Owner must appropriately mitigate parking issues that arise with its
operations. If not, the City may restrict ticket sales until the issues are addressed. For several
years, parking has been a problem and the Resort Owner has failed to properly mitigate. This
year, the parking situation was far beyond acceptable and again, the Resort Owner failed to
mitigate. Adding a 6 person lift at the base requires a thoroughly vetted parking plan to handle any
additional skiers arriving. The proposed Eagle is replacing a 3 person chair, is located at the Base
Area and services many arriving skiers. We know this to be the case as skiers today are scanned
for a pass before boarding. The proposed 6-person Eagle will most certainly be loading skiers
arriving to the resort and not those already on the mountain. It is imperative a functioning and
effective parking mitigation plan be developed prior to any approval; a condition of approval simply
will not cut it as the applicant knows the City will not enforce restricting sales based on history and
therefore, it has no merit.
3. While the owner has refused to provide skier visitation numbers, the skiing community has
experienced and is confident the CCC has been impacted. Any impact resulting in exceeding the
CCC on an even more frequent basis must be prevented. As the new Eagle will double the current
Eagle's capacity, this could result in more days where the CCC is exceeded and result in more
safety issues for visitors to the mountain. The Resort Owner has a business model that is all about
increasing the number of skiers on the mountain in spite of its impact on safety and enjoyment.
4. Where are the 23 employee housing units ready for occupation as required by the DA for the
development of Parcel A (Marriott Mountainside)? No further CUPs were to be approved until this
obligation was approved...we continue to kick the can down the road. This application stands
alone and must be treated as such. This alone is reason to reject the application; it is their
responsibility.
In summary, it is very unlikely the almost 25 year-old 1998 DA anticipated PCMR to be what it is today;
yet it is the basis for review. Therefore, the only option is to reject the current Administrative CUP before
Planning until all requirements have been fulfilled.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

Silver King Consolidated, Inc.
Recently merged from Silver King Mining Company
1425 Arlington Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
April 4, 2022
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue
P.O. Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Via email: gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Members of the Planning Department,
I am writing in very strong support of the Park City Mountain lift upgrade proposals including the
Silverlode replacement of the six-pack with an eight-passenger brand new lift, and especially the new
Eagle 6-pack which makes much more sense than the previously approved Chondola.
Our company recently renewed the lease of the Scott’s Bowl area which has been closed for the past
four years. PCMR understood the enhancement of the ski experience this terrain would lend to its
patrons. GM Mike Goar and Vail Corp worked very hard to get it back into skier-availability which
is most appreciated by our local skiers who understand its unique history and the importance of
access there.
These new lift enhancements fall into the same category of improving the on-mountain experience
and we urge you to approve these applications. Mr. Goar and Vail Corp should be congratulated for
this attention to what’s needed on the mountain.
Sincerely,

Michael D. Gallivan, President
mgallivan@me.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades
Monday, April 4, 2022 1:29:32 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Bill Malone <billmalone96@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 1:01 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hello Ms Milliken and planning commission :
I wanted to take this opportunity to share with you my personal pleasure in learning this past year
about the proposed lift upgrades to both the Eagle Lift and the Silverlode Lift at the Park City
Mountain Ski Resort. As a long time skier at PC Mtn. ( 23 consecutive years of season passes for my
family) , I believe these two lift improvements will significantly improve the quality of the ski
experience for the customer.
The Eagle Lift replacement should help reduce the early morning crunch at the base of the resort
while getting the skier to a better spot on the mountain that will give them more options as to
where to go. The Silverlode Lift improvements will simply improve the lift lines there by getting more
skiers up and out in less time .
As someone who has watched lifts come and go at Park City Mtn. over the years ( Ski Team Lift
replaced by Crescent, etc.) , these proposed improvements to their lift system will be a welcome
site once completed.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions on the matter, and I hope the City will see these
improvements as marked upgrades to the ski experience as much as I do.
Thank You, Bill Malone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:47:43 AM

From adjacent property owner.

From: Michelle Hardwick <mkolbe0@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:55 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
GretchenI'm writing you to express my concerns with the proposed plans for the upgrade and move of the
Eagle lift at PCMR. While I am excited to have a new lift, the placement of the lift is a concern. As a
property owner at Snow Flower Building 2, I feel that PCMR should not be allowed to build
equipment like this so close to the property line. Here are a few of the reasons for my concern:
Our building has been experiencing increased drainage issues in our parking garage over the
last few years. Water experts have been consulted and there are concerns about the current
drains between our property and PCMR being undersized for the amount of snowmelt coming
onto our property, potentially due to the half pipe and jumps installed after drainage and our
buildings were built. With a lift moving closer to the building, this will further affect the
drainage of snow. If you look at this area right now, the snow has already melted from the
area where the lift will be placed. With a lift there, PCMR will need to bring more snow closer
to our building which will most definitely result in further drainage issues.
This equipment will create added noise and traffic very close to a private residential building.
We have already had issues with PCMR visitors trespassing on our property and trying to
access our facilities. With the closer proximity of the lift to the property line, I'm more
concerned about foot traffic cutting through our property from PCMR.
The maze for loading this lift will look down upon our property directly into the pool area
which causes privacy concerns for those using the pool.
Again, I am in favor of the upgraded lift but I hope that the Planning Department will evaluate the
placement of this lift and the appropriateness of moving it to be so close to the property line. I
would also recommend that the city requests a study of the impacts of snowmelt to neighboring
buildings that will result from the terrain and snowpack changes required for this lift.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my concerns.

Michelle Hardwick
401 Silver King Drive #80

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Eagle Lift
Thursday, April 7, 2022 10:12:11 AM

From: Mike Mangano <mikempve@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:57 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Eagle Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Ms Milliken
My family and I own a condominium at Snowflower and are concerned over the placement of the
new Eagle lift. The new lift will sit right up from our property and will destroy any semblance of
privacy we have.
One of our two stairways will be rendered useless and the other one will enter right in the middle of
the people waiting to get on the lift. The new Eagle lift will be a great help to alleviate crowds
waiting to get up the mountain but there seems to be no good reason for its placement. The current
Eagle lift has been there forever with no complaints that I am aware of. I feel that the new lift can
be moved further up the mountain or be built at the place of the original Eagle. We were told at the
last minute and do not have the time to discuss this with our owners.
We originally lived in Park Meadows, and when I was transferred to S. California, we quickly realized
how much we missed Park City. We purchased a condominium at Snowflower and since selling my
business, spent about 3 months a year in Park City. My daughter, son in law, and grandson now live
in Park City, giving us an extra incentive to be in town.
My question is to ask when do we stand up to Vail to ask that they become a member of Park City,
and not just a marketing arm of Vail, Inc. They do not seem to care about the magic of what we
have and are intent on changing the face of the mountain for revenue.
I am asking that you review this request carefully.
Thank you for listening.
With kind regards,
Mike Mangano
Snowflower #54

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade
Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:41:52 AM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Emily Fisher <emily@ywsa.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hi Ms. Milken,
My name is Emily Fisher and I am the Executive Director of the Youth Sports Alliance. Vail Epic
Promise has supported our after school programs Get Out & Play and ACTiV8 for many years. This
year through the programs at Park City Mountain over 500 local youth will learn to ski and ride. The
life long lessons these students will learn, how to get up after falling down and having the courage to
try something new will serve them for the rest of the life. Equally as important is the fact that these
programs make all students feel including in our mountain community.
I am writing to you today to voice my support for Park City Mountains lift upgrade project. I
understand the proposal includes replacing the existing Silverlode lift and Eagle Lift. I believe these
lift upgrades will not only improve our students experience on the mountain during Friday
afternoons but will be an excellent enhancement to all skiers and riders. As you can imagine on
Friday afternoons when Get Out & Play students arrive at Park City and the Canyons excited the ski,
the best possible thing will be to have them get up on the mountain quickly with very limited wait
time. I believe these upgrades will decrease wait time and lift lines for our students. The proposed

upgrades will provide and even better experience for the students and instructors who are wrangling
them.
Separately as a 24 year resident of Park City I am in favor of these lift upgrades and support Vail in
their efforts to improve the skier and rider experience.
Please let me know if you would like any additional information or feedback. Thanks so much,
Emily

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Base Area Project
Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:05:04 AM

From: deb <der0813@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:46 AM
To: John Phillips <john.phillips@parkcity.org>; Laura Suesser <laura.suesser@parkcity.org>; Douglas
Thimm <douglas.thimm@parkcity.org>; Bill Johnson <bill.johnson@parkcity.org>; Sarah Hall
<sarah.hall@parkcity.org>; Christin VanDine <christin.VanDine@parkcity.org>; John Kenworthy
<john.kenworthy@parkcity.org>; planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Cc: ndeforge@fabianvancott.com; Margaret Plane <margaret.plane@parkcity.org>; Mark Harrington
<mark@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Base Area Project

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Commissioners and Planning Department,
It's my understanding there is an "incomplete" application currently in the Planning Department for two lift
upgrades at PCMR - Eagle and Silverlode. Communications indicate this could be approved on an Admin
basis versus going before the Planning Commission.
As these lift upgrades pertain to the Mountain Upgrade Plan included with the '98 DA which is in part
basis for the review of PEG's application for the development of the Base area, it seems only appropriate
the lift upgrade application be reviewed by the Commission and the findings considered as part of the
review of PEG's application for the Base Area Project. As part of PEG's review, they provided a
presentation on mountain upgrades and capacity. During this presentation, they insisted there were no
plans for any upgrades; obviously this has changed. Please insist the application for the lift upgrades be
reviewed in full by the Planning Commission in conjunction with the PEG application as they are certainly
intertwined.
On a different aspect, PEG's proposal includes a 249 key hotel instead of day-skier services on Parcel C.
They insist there is nothing in the '98 DA which precludes them from making this change. Here's two
simple reasons it shouldn't be allowed:
1) A 249 key hotel offers no benefit to locals; day-skier services do offer a benefit.
2) We are in a drought - have been and it's expected we will continue to be indefinitely. The amount of
water a day-skier services facility and related operations require is
far less than what a 249 key
hotel with 249 bathrooms, tubs, showers, public bathrooms, swimming pool, etc requires. We can't
continue to offer up our resources as if
they are endless. It is our city government's responsibility to
help ensure the well-being of its residents and water is necessary for survival. A 249 key hotel is not.
Lastly, I have no idea what PEG is planning to come back with regarding traffic and parking mitigation.
But many graphs and charts on traffic over the last few months were presented at the March 31st, 2022
City Council meeting. It was stated more information could be gathered if desired, but suffice it to say,
everything we've been claiming regarding an increase in traffic and travel times was supported by the
data presented. While it is PEG's responsibility to gather data in support of their plan, this data clearly
shows whatever data they've presented is outdated, inaccurate and/or misleading. Please take the time
to look over the information presented at the City Council meeting, ask for more from the City if desired
and hold PEG's feet to the fire. Their plan does not work; and note, Quinn's is on hold and our City

Councilor Max Doilney says Richardson's Flats is sketchy and he wouldn't let his Cornerstore employees
park there. And, amenities such as bathrooms can NOT be built there. This indicates promises by PEG to
put facilities out there for employees hasn't been investigated by PEG or vetted by planning staff; here's
where they come back down the road and say "Oops, sorry. We didn't realize bathrooms and other
amenities weren't an option at Richardson's. Oh well..." There's a lot of concern about how employees
are treated in our community; actions often speak louder than words.
PEG has given many assurances verbally in meetings with regards to bus shelters, additional sidewalks,
sidewalk widths, shuttle capacity, drop-off facilitation, off-site lot amenities, etc but have they actually
done any investigation into the plausibility? Has the planning staff vetted their 'assurances'? Do we know
if they'll be granted the approval for the traffic light warrants which impacts the entire plan? Simply put, if
this is approved, conditions of approval need to have the teeth of the Big Bad Wolf and our City needs to
be prepared to enforce and uphold every single one of them.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades
Friday, April 1, 2022 3:45:48 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: gregory neville <nev.gj123002@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 3:14 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Good afternoon Gretchen,
My name is Gregory Neville and I am a long time advocate of PCMR. I have been an avid skier at
PCMR since 1992 and I have enjoyed the
many mountain upgrades over the years. My wife and I, through our business Allora, are members
of the Park City Chamber, Park City Restaurant Association,
and Park City Women's Business Network. We are also an in-kind Sundance partner, strong
supporters of the NAC, and annually support and partner with the
Park City Educational Foundation.
I wanted to let Park City planning know that I am in favor of, and fully support, the 2 new lift
upgrades proposed by PCMR. The planned Silverload 8 passenger lift

and Eagle 6 pack would greatly facilitate skier movement around the mountain while keeping inline
with current lift alignments. By adding these modern and efficient
lifts to PCMR, I believe it will be a huge benefit to Park City skiers, our out of town tourists and skiers,
and reflect very favorably on Park City as a whole.
If I may lend further support to the PCMR lift upgrade process, or if can assist in ant way going
forward, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Gregory Neville
-Gregory Neville
Chef Partner Sommelier
Allora, Inc.
6440 N. Business Park Loop Rd.
Park City, UT 84098
+1.435.776.6850
nev.gj123002@gmail.com
alloracateringevents.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: [External] PCMR lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:53:11 AM

From: June Krigman <jrkrigman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:47 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR lifts

[CAUTION] This is an external email.

I understand that Park City Mountain Resort is looking for approval on
new lifts. I would like to state an objection to the replacement of the
current 6 person Silverlode lift with an 8 person lift. I realize they want
to cut down lift lines, however, this lift will only end up putting even
more skiers on already crowded slopes which will lead to more
accidents. Also, 6 people have enough trouble getting off the lift, often
falling and knocking others over. 8 people will create even more people
falling and getting hurt.
What they should be doing is replacing the Pioneer lift. There are lovely
trails off this lift but hardly anyone uses it because it is so slow. A
faster lift here would draw skiers away from the Silverlode lift and trails,
and spread them across the mountain. This would be a much safer
alternative.
June Krigman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 4:24:17 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Walt Brett <walt@thecolonywpc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: mgoar@vailresorts.com
Subject: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Dear Miss MillikenI am writing you and the Park City Planning Board regarding Vail Resorts proposed
replacement lifts for the existing Eagle chair and Silverlode chair. These expensive
improvements would help address existing issues with crowding and moving visitors around
the resort. I believe that these proposed lifts are in compliance with previously developed
Master Plans for the resort.
As the mountain and town have grown it is imperative that the resort operator addresses
these types of issues. These two lifts certainly will help elevate some of the crowded areas
and help get more people up the mountain faster.
I have been a full-time resident of Park City and Summit County for the past 24 years and my
wife has called Park City home for the last 48 years. We have seen much change in our town
and recognize that our quaint little town has changed. Having a quality skiing experience is
very important to us. We fully support the approval and construction of these two lifts and
encourage Park City Planning to approve the projects.
Sincerely,

Walter Brett
435-640-4621
Jennifer Lewis Brett
435-714-0919

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support
Sunday, April 3, 2022 9:57:33 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dave March <dmarch@cvma.com>
Date: April 3, 2022 at 21:40:00 MDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support


Dear Park City Planning Department,
I’m writing in support of the upcoming Park City Mountain lift enhancements for Eagle
and Silverlode. My family and I have been skiing the resort for years and believe that
these proposed upgrades would enhance the guest experience both directly out of the
base area and also at Silverlode, perhaps the busiest lift on that side of the resort. By
providing another major lift from the base that would allow you to ski the “front face”
trails directly, as well as provide better connectivity to the other parts of the mountain,
the new Eagle left would be a major win for all. Likewise, increasing the capacity at
Silverlode would help both the local and the destination skier. As we know, that lift is a
vital artery for guests coming and going from the Quicksilver gondola. Both proposed
lifts projects would certainly add to the Park City experience.
Thank you for your time.
Dave
Dave March
Dir. of Marketing and Events
Canyons Village Management Association
1790 Sun Peak Drive, B104
Park City, UT 84098
dmarch@cvma.com
O: 435.655.2580 x104
D: 435.602.1665
-----The information contained in this message is confidential and intended only for the use
of the individual or entity named above, and may be privileged. Any unauthorized

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please reply to the sender immediately, stating that you have received
the message in error, then please delete this e-mail.

Snow Flower HOA I
401 Silver King Drive
PO Box 448
Park City, Utah 84060
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Re: Park City Mountain Resort’s Proposal to Upgrade Eagle Lift to Six Passenger Lift
Wednesday, April 6, 2022
Dear Ms. Milliken,
We are writing today to express our concerns regarding the proposed placement of the new Eagle lift at
Park City Mountain Resort. As PCMR’s closest neighbors, we will be the most heavily impacted by the
placement of the new lift and ask that the Commission take our concerns under consideration.
Late last week, Park City Mountain Resort approached us with their plans to upgrade the Eagle ski lift to
a high speed six passenger lift. Their plan involves bringing the lift down the slope from its current
location and placing it directly behind Snow Flower’s Building 2. Under PCMR’s proposal, the lift terminal
will be 75 feet long and 20 feet tall and will be approximately 35 feet from the slope side of Building 2.
We recognize that there are benefits to the proposed changes, including easier access to a great deal of
beginner and intermediate terrain via a publicly accessible mid station unloading point, the easy access
to King Con and the ability for larger groups and families to ride the lift together. PCMR’s hope is that
this new lift line, with its higher capacity and speed and new route, will alleviate some of the lines seen
at other lifts, such as Pay Day and Silverlode. There is no doubt Snow Flower owners and guests will
benefit from these changes as well; however, there are potential negative impacts to Snow Flower that
should be considered.
These impacts include:
• Complicating slope access for Snow Flower Building 2
• Privacy concerns due to the placement of the maze and lift
• The lift will obscure the view of some Building 2 condos
• A potential increase in trespassing and parking violations
• Summer construction noise
• Possibility of mechanical noise during the winter while the lift is in operation
Snow Flower Building 2 ski access will be adversely affected by the plans for the new lift. The staircase
currently used to access the slope will lead directly into the “low clearance area” of the lift, so owners
and guests will be required to walk up above the lift or down below to access the ski lifts.
The new maze will also look directly down into the Pool 1 area and onto the decks / balconies of many
condos in Snow Flower Building 2, presenting privacy concerns. The new lift will also create view issues

for some condos in Building 2 and may cast shadows and block light, which may in turn negatively
impact the value of slope side condos in this building.
Additionally, we frequently have problems with skiers who trespass on our property, both for parking
and to access the lifts. We are concerned that the new lift’s proximity to our property will only
encourage this further and lead to an increase in trespassing.
PCMR has indicated that they plan to begin demolition next month and construction will take place all
summer. This poses noise considerations for summer guests, as well as the potential for noise impacts in
winter, while the lift is in operation. PCMR has informed us that this will be a Return Terminal, and that
noise levels will be similar to those of the First Time Lift, but given its close proximity to Building 2, we
feel that some level of noise impact is inevitable.
We fully support the goal behind the new lift and enjoy working with Vail as friends and neighbors. In
that spirit, we ask that PCMR and the Planning Commission delay making a decision and reconsider the
placement of the lift and explore options for building the new terminal closer to the existing Eagle Lift.
Thank you for your time and consideration. We look forward to working with Park City and Vail to
ensure that the new lift benefits all parties.

Regards,

Snow Flower HOA I Board

Claudia Ehrenfeld
Board President
claudiae@ehrenfeldgroup.com

Mike Mangano
Vice President
mikempve@gmail.com

Sandy Chinn
chinn.sandy@gmail.com

Edwin Shackeroff
edwin77@me.com

Tony Reed
Treasurer
Tonyreed219@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Eagle Lift
Thursday, April 7, 2022 10:12:11 AM

From: Mike Mangano <mikempve@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:57 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Eagle Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Ms Milliken
My family and I own a condominium at Snowflower and are concerned over the placement of the
new Eagle lift. The new lift will sit right up from our property and will destroy any semblance of
privacy we have.
One of our two stairways will be rendered useless and the other one will enter right in the middle of
the people waiting to get on the lift. The new Eagle lift will be a great help to alleviate crowds
waiting to get up the mountain but there seems to be no good reason for its placement. The current
Eagle lift has been there forever with no complaints that I am aware of. I feel that the new lift can
be moved further up the mountain or be built at the place of the original Eagle. We were told at the
last minute and do not have the time to discuss this with our owners.
We originally lived in Park Meadows, and when I was transferred to S. California, we quickly realized
how much we missed Park City. We purchased a condominium at Snowflower and since selling my
business, spent about 3 months a year in Park City. My daughter, son in law, and grandson now live
in Park City, giving us an extra incentive to be in town.
My question is to ask when do we stand up to Vail to ask that they become a member of Park City,
and not just a marketing arm of Vail, Inc. They do not seem to care about the magic of what we
have and are intent on changing the face of the mountain for revenue.
I am asking that you review this request carefully.
Thank you for listening.
With kind regards,
Mike Mangano
Snowflower #54

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

deb
Lillian Lederer; Gretchen Milliken
planning
[External] Vail Admin CUP for Lift Upgrades
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:22:13 AM

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Planning Department,
Please include this email as part of the public record; previous emails on this matter may be removed
from public record if desired by Planning as admittedly they contain information not pertinent to the
review.
Below are reasons why the application submitted for the two new lifts should be rejected.

1. Per the 1998 DA, Exhibit L Mountain Upgrade agreement, the Eagle lift was not foreseen as being
either replaced, removed or upgraded. This is clearly shown in visual exhibits as well as in the
language of the agreement. The Eagle lift was anticipated to remain and a new lift located below it
and the First Time lift. The proposed new lift was to offload in the area of the Meadows and
Assessment terrain. The proposed replacement of Eagle is anticipated to offload in the vicinity of
the King Con offload location. This is a substantive change.
2. Per the 1998 DA, the Resort Owner must appropriately mitigate parking issues that arise with its
operations. If not, the City may restrict ticket sales until the issues are addressed. For several
years, parking has been a problem and the Resort Owner has failed to properly mitigate. This
year, the parking situation was far beyond acceptable and again, the Resort Owner failed to
mitigate. Adding a 6 person lift at the base requires a thoroughly vetted parking plan to handle any
additional skiers arriving. The proposed Eagle is replacing a 3 person chair, is located at the Base
Area and services many arriving skiers. We know this to be the case as skiers today are scanned
for a pass before boarding. The proposed 6-person Eagle will most certainly be loading skiers
arriving to the resort and not those already on the mountain. It is imperative a functioning and
effective parking mitigation plan be developed prior to any approval; a condition of approval simply
will not cut it as the applicant knows the City will not enforce restricting sales based on history and
therefore, it has no merit.
3. While the owner has refused to provide skier visitation numbers, the skiing community has
experienced and is confident the CCC has been impacted. Any impact resulting in exceeding the
CCC on an even more frequent basis must be prevented. As the new Eagle will double the current
Eagle's capacity, this could result in more days where the CCC is exceeded and result in more
safety issues for visitors to the mountain. The Resort Owner has a business model that is all about
increasing the number of skiers on the mountain in spite of its impact on safety and enjoyment.
4. Where are the 23 employee housing units ready for occupation as required by the DA for the
development of Parcel A (Marriott Mountainside)? No further CUPs were to be approved until this
obligation was approved...we continue to kick the can down the road. This application stands
alone and must be treated as such. This alone is reason to reject the application; it is their
responsibility.
In summary, it is very unlikely the almost 25 year-old 1998 DA anticipated PCMR to be what it is today;
yet it is the basis for review. Therefore, the only option is to reject the current Administrative CUP before
Planning until all requirements have been fulfilled.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades
Monday, April 4, 2022 1:29:32 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Bill Malone <billmalone96@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 1:01 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Comment on PC Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hello Ms Milliken and planning commission :
I wanted to take this opportunity to share with you my personal pleasure in learning this past year
about the proposed lift upgrades to both the Eagle Lift and the Silverlode Lift at the Park City
Mountain Ski Resort. As a long time skier at PC Mtn. ( 23 consecutive years of season passes for my
family) , I believe these two lift improvements will significantly improve the quality of the ski
experience for the customer.
The Eagle Lift replacement should help reduce the early morning crunch at the base of the resort
while getting the skier to a better spot on the mountain that will give them more options as to
where to go. The Silverlode Lift improvements will simply improve the lift lines there by getting more
skiers up and out in less time .
As someone who has watched lifts come and go at Park City Mtn. over the years ( Ski Team Lift
replaced by Crescent, etc.) , these proposed improvements to their lift system will be a welcome
site once completed.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions on the matter, and I hope the City will see these
improvements as marked upgrades to the ski experience as much as I do.
Thank You, Bill Malone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans
Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:47:43 AM

From adjacent property owner.

From: Michelle Hardwick <mkolbe0@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:55 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Concerns about Eagle Lift Plans

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
GretchenI'm writing you to express my concerns with the proposed plans for the upgrade and move of the
Eagle lift at PCMR. While I am excited to have a new lift, the placement of the lift is a concern. As a
property owner at Snow Flower Building 2, I feel that PCMR should not be allowed to build
equipment like this so close to the property line. Here are a few of the reasons for my concern:
Our building has been experiencing increased drainage issues in our parking garage over the
last few years. Water experts have been consulted and there are concerns about the current
drains between our property and PCMR being undersized for the amount of snowmelt coming
onto our property, potentially due to the half pipe and jumps installed after drainage and our
buildings were built. With a lift moving closer to the building, this will further affect the
drainage of snow. If you look at this area right now, the snow has already melted from the
area where the lift will be placed. With a lift there, PCMR will need to bring more snow closer
to our building which will most definitely result in further drainage issues.
This equipment will create added noise and traffic very close to a private residential building.
We have already had issues with PCMR visitors trespassing on our property and trying to
access our facilities. With the closer proximity of the lift to the property line, I'm more
concerned about foot traffic cutting through our property from PCMR.
The maze for loading this lift will look down upon our property directly into the pool area
which causes privacy concerns for those using the pool.
Again, I am in favor of the upgraded lift but I hope that the Planning Department will evaluate the
placement of this lift and the appropriateness of moving it to be so close to the property line. I
would also recommend that the city requests a study of the impacts of snowmelt to neighboring
buildings that will result from the terrain and snowpack changes required for this lift.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my concerns.

Michelle Hardwick
401 Silver King Drive #80

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade
Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:41:52 AM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Emily Fisher <emily@ywsa.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Park City Mountain lift upgrade

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hi Ms. Milken,
My name is Emily Fisher and I am the Executive Director of the Youth Sports Alliance. Vail Epic
Promise has supported our after school programs Get Out & Play and ACTiV8 for many years. This
year through the programs at Park City Mountain over 500 local youth will learn to ski and ride. The
life long lessons these students will learn, how to get up after falling down and having the courage to
try something new will serve them for the rest of the life. Equally as important is the fact that these
programs make all students feel including in our mountain community.
I am writing to you today to voice my support for Park City Mountains lift upgrade project. I
understand the proposal includes replacing the existing Silverlode lift and Eagle Lift. I believe these
lift upgrades will not only improve our students experience on the mountain during Friday
afternoons but will be an excellent enhancement to all skiers and riders. As you can imagine on
Friday afternoons when Get Out & Play students arrive at Park City and the Canyons excited the ski,
the best possible thing will be to have them get up on the mountain quickly with very limited wait
time. I believe these upgrades will decrease wait time and lift lines for our students. The proposed

upgrades will provide and even better experience for the students and instructors who are wrangling
them.
Separately as a 24 year resident of Park City I am in favor of these lift upgrades and support Vail in
their efforts to improve the skier and rider experience.
Please let me know if you would like any additional information or feedback. Thanks so much,
Emily

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Base Area Project
Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:05:04 AM

From: deb <der0813@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:46 AM
To: John Phillips <john.phillips@parkcity.org>; Laura Suesser <laura.suesser@parkcity.org>; Douglas
Thimm <douglas.thimm@parkcity.org>; Bill Johnson <bill.johnson@parkcity.org>; Sarah Hall
<sarah.hall@parkcity.org>; Christin VanDine <christin.VanDine@parkcity.org>; John Kenworthy
<john.kenworthy@parkcity.org>; planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Cc: ndeforge@fabianvancott.com; Margaret Plane <margaret.plane@parkcity.org>; Mark Harrington
<mark@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Base Area Project

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Commissioners and Planning Department,
It's my understanding there is an "incomplete" application currently in the Planning Department for two lift
upgrades at PCMR - Eagle and Silverlode. Communications indicate this could be approved on an Admin
basis versus going before the Planning Commission.
As these lift upgrades pertain to the Mountain Upgrade Plan included with the '98 DA which is in part
basis for the review of PEG's application for the development of the Base area, it seems only appropriate
the lift upgrade application be reviewed by the Commission and the findings considered as part of the
review of PEG's application for the Base Area Project. As part of PEG's review, they provided a
presentation on mountain upgrades and capacity. During this presentation, they insisted there were no
plans for any upgrades; obviously this has changed. Please insist the application for the lift upgrades be
reviewed in full by the Planning Commission in conjunction with the PEG application as they are certainly
intertwined.
On a different aspect, PEG's proposal includes a 249 key hotel instead of day-skier services on Parcel C.
They insist there is nothing in the '98 DA which precludes them from making this change. Here's two
simple reasons it shouldn't be allowed:
1) A 249 key hotel offers no benefit to locals; day-skier services do offer a benefit.
2) We are in a drought - have been and it's expected we will continue to be indefinitely. The amount of
water a day-skier services facility and related operations require is
far less than what a 249 key
hotel with 249 bathrooms, tubs, showers, public bathrooms, swimming pool, etc requires. We can't
continue to offer up our resources as if
they are endless. It is our city government's responsibility to
help ensure the well-being of its residents and water is necessary for survival. A 249 key hotel is not.
Lastly, I have no idea what PEG is planning to come back with regarding traffic and parking mitigation.
But many graphs and charts on traffic over the last few months were presented at the March 31st, 2022
City Council meeting. It was stated more information could be gathered if desired, but suffice it to say,
everything we've been claiming regarding an increase in traffic and travel times was supported by the
data presented. While it is PEG's responsibility to gather data in support of their plan, this data clearly
shows whatever data they've presented is outdated, inaccurate and/or misleading. Please take the time
to look over the information presented at the City Council meeting, ask for more from the City if desired
and hold PEG's feet to the fire. Their plan does not work; and note, Quinn's is on hold and our City

Councilor Max Doilney says Richardson's Flats is sketchy and he wouldn't let his Cornerstore employees
park there. And, amenities such as bathrooms can NOT be built there. This indicates promises by PEG to
put facilities out there for employees hasn't been investigated by PEG or vetted by planning staff; here's
where they come back down the road and say "Oops, sorry. We didn't realize bathrooms and other
amenities weren't an option at Richardson's. Oh well..." There's a lot of concern about how employees
are treated in our community; actions often speak louder than words.
PEG has given many assurances verbally in meetings with regards to bus shelters, additional sidewalks,
sidewalk widths, shuttle capacity, drop-off facilitation, off-site lot amenities, etc but have they actually
done any investigation into the plausibility? Has the planning staff vetted their 'assurances'? Do we know
if they'll be granted the approval for the traffic light warrants which impacts the entire plan? Simply put, if
this is approved, conditions of approval need to have the teeth of the Big Bad Wolf and our City needs to
be prepared to enforce and uphold every single one of them.
Sincerely,
Deb Rentfrow

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades
Friday, April 1, 2022 3:45:48 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: gregory neville <nev.gj123002@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 3:14 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Lift upgrades

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Good afternoon Gretchen,
My name is Gregory Neville and I am a long time advocate of PCMR. I have been an avid skier at
PCMR since 1992 and I have enjoyed the
many mountain upgrades over the years. My wife and I, through our business Allora, are members
of the Park City Chamber, Park City Restaurant Association,
and Park City Women's Business Network. We are also an in-kind Sundance partner, strong
supporters of the NAC, and annually support and partner with the
Park City Educational Foundation.
I wanted to let Park City planning know that I am in favor of, and fully support, the 2 new lift
upgrades proposed by PCMR. The planned Silverload 8 passenger lift

and Eagle 6 pack would greatly facilitate skier movement around the mountain while keeping inline
with current lift alignments. By adding these modern and efficient
lifts to PCMR, I believe it will be a huge benefit to Park City skiers, our out of town tourists and skiers,
and reflect very favorably on Park City as a whole.
If I may lend further support to the PCMR lift upgrade process, or if can assist in ant way going
forward, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Gregory Neville
-Gregory Neville
Chef Partner Sommelier
Allora, Inc.
6440 N. Business Park Loop Rd.
Park City, UT 84098
+1.435.776.6850
nev.gj123002@gmail.com
alloracateringevents.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: [External] PCMR lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 9:53:11 AM

From: June Krigman <jrkrigman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 1:47 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR lifts

[CAUTION] This is an external email.

I understand that Park City Mountain Resort is looking for approval on
new lifts. I would like to state an objection to the replacement of the
current 6 person Silverlode lift with an 8 person lift. I realize they want
to cut down lift lines, however, this lift will only end up putting even
more skiers on already crowded slopes which will lead to more
accidents. Also, 6 people have enough trouble getting off the lift, often
falling and knocking others over. 8 people will create even more people
falling and getting hurt.
What they should be doing is replacing the Pioneer lift. There are lovely
trails off this lift but hardly anyone uses it because it is so slow. A
faster lift here would draw skiers away from the Silverlode lift and trails,
and spread them across the mountain. This would be a much safer
alternative.
June Krigman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
FW: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 4:24:17 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Walt Brett <walt@thecolonywpc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: mgoar@vailresorts.com
Subject: Vail Resorts proposed Silverlode 8-pack and Eagle 6-pack lifts
Dear Miss MillikenI am writing you and the Park City Planning Board regarding Vail Resorts proposed
replacement lifts for the existing Eagle chair and Silverlode chair. These expensive
improvements would help address existing issues with crowding and moving visitors around
the resort. I believe that these proposed lifts are in compliance with previously developed
Master Plans for the resort.
As the mountain and town have grown it is imperative that the resort operator addresses
these types of issues. These two lifts certainly will help elevate some of the crowded areas
and help get more people up the mountain faster.
I have been a full-time resident of Park City and Summit County for the past 24 years and my
wife has called Park City home for the last 48 years. We have seen much change in our town
and recognize that our quaint little town has changed. Having a quality skiing experience is
very important to us. We fully support the approval and construction of these two lifts and
encourage Park City Planning to approve the projects.
Sincerely,

Walter Brett
435-640-4621
Jennifer Lewis Brett
435-714-0919

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support
Sunday, April 3, 2022 9:57:33 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dave March <dmarch@cvma.com>
Date: April 3, 2022 at 21:40:00 MDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: Park City Mountain Lift Expansion Support


Dear Park City Planning Department,
I’m writing in support of the upcoming Park City Mountain lift enhancements for Eagle
and Silverlode. My family and I have been skiing the resort for years and believe that
these proposed upgrades would enhance the guest experience both directly out of the
base area and also at Silverlode, perhaps the busiest lift on that side of the resort. By
providing another major lift from the base that would allow you to ski the “front face”
trails directly, as well as provide better connectivity to the other parts of the mountain,
the new Eagle left would be a major win for all. Likewise, increasing the capacity at
Silverlode would help both the local and the destination skier. As we know, that lift is a
vital artery for guests coming and going from the Quicksilver gondola. Both proposed
lifts projects would certainly add to the Park City experience.
Thank you for your time.
Dave
Dave March
Dir. of Marketing and Events
Canyons Village Management Association
1790 Sun Peak Drive, B104
Park City, UT 84098
dmarch@cvma.com
O: 435.655.2580 x104
D: 435.602.1665
-----The information contained in this message is confidential and intended only for the use
of the individual or entity named above, and may be privileged. Any unauthorized

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please reply to the sender immediately, stating that you have received
the message in error, then please delete this e-mail.

April 4, 2022
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Gretchen,
I am writing in support of Vail Resorts plan to upgrade both the Eagle and Silverlode lifts
at Park City Mountain Resort. The Eagle lift serves as a valuable access point for the
National Ability Center’s participants to ascend the mountain. The Silverlode lift is
regularly used by our advanced participants and provides access to a wide variety of
terrain.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Danny Glasser
CEO, National Ability Center

4/7/2022
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City Utah 84060
Dear Ms. Milliken,
This is to address Vail Corporations, Park City Mountain Resort’s plans to upgrade Eagle ski lift and their
complete disregard for Snowflower Property damage. This damage is in property valuation, view of the
mountain, noise (not from just construction) but from its close proximity to the property when they
could move it 100 feet away instead of 35 feet away from the buildings.
In the past Vail and Park City Mountain resort have had complete disregard for the Snowflower property
since it is not in their management program, including addressing the drainage issues of runoff water
from building the half pipe, which annually pours water into building 2 garage which we have notified
them about for the last 7 years. Now building this lift, they have total disregard for the property values
they will deteriorate, take away from the view, invade the privacy of the buildings view, porches, and
pool area. They are potentially creating a hazard for people leaving the building as the chairs will be so
low and close that they could harm residents. The amount of people in front and trespassing on the
property will increase and cause damage. They could easily move the lift as there is ample property
away from the building.
Building 2 ski access will be affected by the plans for the new lift. The staircase currently used to access
the slope will lead directly into the “low clearance area” of the lift, so owners and guests will be required
to walk up above the lift or down below to access the ski lifts. The “low clearance area” refers to the
area of the lift where the chairs are low enough to the ground to run the risk of hitting someone;
therefore, it is cordoned off and we will have to walk around the towers to enter the lift line.
This new building would be subject to a class action lawsuit as the Park City Mountain Resort has not
investigated or presented to the HOA what property rights are being violated.
We agree that the lift is a great idea to generate more revenue for Vail but they could move it further
away and use their ground and respect the rights of SnowFlower owners.
Respectfully,
Steve Rossow
Owner Snowflower Unit 61

4/7/2022
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City Utah 84060
Dear Ms. Milliken,
This is to address Vail Corporations, Park City Mountain Resort’s plans to upgrade Eagle ski lift and their
complete disregard for Snowflower Property damage. This damage is in property valuation, view of the
mountain, noise (not from just construction) but from its close proximity to the property when they
could move it 100 feet away instead of 35 feet away from the buildings.
In the past Vail and Park City Mountain resort have had complete disregard for the Snowflower property
since it is not in their management program, including addressing the drainage issues of runoff water
from building the half pipe, which annually pours water into building 2 garage which we have notified
them about for the last 7 years. Now building this lift, they have total disregard for the property values
they will deteriorate, take away from the view, invade the privacy of the buildings view, porches, and
pool area. They are potentially creating a hazard for people leaving the building as the chairs will be so
low and close that they could harm residents. The amount of people in front and trespassing on the
property will increase and cause damage. They could easily move the lift as there is ample property
away from the building.
Building 2 ski access will be affected by the plans for the new lift. The staircase currently used to access
the slope will lead directly into the “low clearance area” of the lift, so owners and guests will be required
to walk up above the lift or down below to access the ski lifts. The “low clearance area” refers to the
area of the lift where the chairs are low enough to the ground to run the risk of hitting someone;
therefore, it is cordoned off and we will have to walk around the towers to enter the lift line.
This new building would be subject to a class action lawsuit as the Park City Mountain Resort has not
investigated or presented to the HOA what property rights are being violated.
We agree that the lift is a great idea to generate more revenue for Vail but they could move it further
away and use their ground and respect the rights of SnowFlower owners.
Respectfully,
Steve Rossow
Owner Snowflower Unit 61

April 4, 2022
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Gretchen,
I am writing in support of Vail Resorts plan to upgrade both the Eagle and Silverlode lifts
at Park City Mountain Resort. The Eagle lift serves as a valuable access point for the
National Ability Center’s participants to ascend the mountain. The Silverlode lift is
regularly used by our advanced participants and provides access to a wide variety of
terrain.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Danny Glasser
CEO, National Ability Center

4/7/2022
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City Utah 84060
Dear Ms. Milliken,
This is to address Vail Corporations, Park City Mountain Resort’s plans to upgrade Eagle ski lift and their
complete disregard for Snowflower Property damage. This damage is in property valuation, view of the
mountain, noise (not from just construction) but from its close proximity to the property when they
could move it 100 feet away instead of 35 feet away from the buildings.
In the past Vail and Park City Mountain resort have had complete disregard for the Snowflower property
since it is not in their management program, including addressing the drainage issues of runoff water
from building the half pipe, which annually pours water into building 2 garage which we have notified
them about for the last 7 years. Now building this lift, they have total disregard for the property values
they will deteriorate, take away from the view, invade the privacy of the buildings view, porches, and
pool area. They are potentially creating a hazard for people leaving the building as the chairs will be so
low and close that they could harm residents. The amount of people in front and trespassing on the
property will increase and cause damage. They could easily move the lift as there is ample property
away from the building.
Building 2 ski access will be affected by the plans for the new lift. The staircase currently used to access
the slope will lead directly into the “low clearance area” of the lift, so owners and guests will be required
to walk up above the lift or down below to access the ski lifts. The “low clearance area” refers to the
area of the lift where the chairs are low enough to the ground to run the risk of hitting someone;
therefore, it is cordoned off and we will have to walk around the towers to enter the lift line.
This new building would be subject to a class action lawsuit as the Park City Mountain Resort has not
investigated or presented to the HOA what property rights are being violated.
We agree that the lift is a great idea to generate more revenue for Vail but they could move it further
away and use their ground and respect the rights of SnowFlower owners.
Respectfully,
Steve Rossow
Owner Snowflower Unit 61

April 4, 2022
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Gretchen,
I am writing in support of Vail Resorts plan to upgrade both the Eagle and Silverlode lifts
at Park City Mountain Resort. The Eagle lift serves as a valuable access point for the
National Ability Center’s participants to ascend the mountain. The Silverlode lift is
regularly used by our advanced participants and provides access to a wide variety of
terrain.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Danny Glasser
CEO, National Ability Center

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kara Bowyer
Gretchen Milliken; Lillian Lederer
[External] FW: Lift support
Wednesday, April 13, 2022 11:07:54 AM

[CAUTION] This is an external email.

Kara M.W. Bowyer, AICP
Director of Land Use & Community Development
Cell: 202.215.3330
From: Mike Goar <Mgoar@vailresorts.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 10:56 AM
To: Mike Goar <Mgoar@vailresorts.com>
Subject: FW: Lift support

From: Kirk Barfuss <kbarfuss01@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 8:35 AM
To: Mike Goar <Mgoar@vailresorts.com>
Subject: RE: Lift support

ATTENTION: This eMail originated from outside of Vail Resorts and may or may not be
legitimate. Although we do our best to screen phishing emails, please use extra caution
before opening any attachments or clicking on any links unless you are absolutely sure
the source of the email is trusted. If in doubt about the legitimacy of this email, please
use the Report Phish button for validation.

Dear Ms. Milliken,
I have been a resident of Utah for over 40 years and have noticed one thing, change is inevitable. I
moved here over 40 years ago for the skiing and have accepted the fact that many more people want
to experience the same thing I sought many years ago. I am writing you in support of PC Mountain
request and application for their lift upgrades. I am excited that our resorts want to invest in their
mountain to make everyone’s experience more enjoyable by providing a world class resort that will
benefit many businesses and visitors. The two lifts proposed will be able to circulate more people,
decrease the lift lines and improve the experience for everyone.
I hope that Park City Municipal will approve this request and investment that will improve everyone’s
visit to Park City Mountain.

Regards,
Kirk Barfuss
kbarfuss01@gmail.com

The information contained in this message is confidential and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above, and may be privileged. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please reply to
the sender immediately, stating that you have received the message in error, then please delete
this e-mail. Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kara Bowyer
Gretchen Milliken; Lillian Lederer
[External] FW: Proposed Vail Lift improvements
Wednesday, April 13, 2022 11:08:06 AM
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[CAUTION] This is an external email.

Kara M.W. Bowyer, AICP
Director of Land Use & Community Development
Cell: 202.215.3330
From: Tom Savage <tomsavage@utahopia.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:28 PM
To: Mike Goar <Mgoar@vailresorts.com>
Subject: FW: Proposed Vail Lift improvements

ATTENTION: This eMail originated from outside of Vail Resorts and may or may not be
legitimate. Although we do our best to screen phishing emails, please use extra caution
before opening any attachments or clicking on any links unless you are absolutely sure
the source of the email is trusted. If in doubt about the legitimacy of this email, please use
the Report Phish button for validation.

Below was sent today.

Tom Savage
Realtor Utahopia, LLC

BHHS Utah Properties,
Ph/Txt: 435.659.6810 | Fx: 435.649.5696
Email: tomsavage@utahopia.com
Website: www.Utahopia.com
Facebook | LinkedIn | Google+ | Pinterest
This e-mail and any attachments are confidential and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be
aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify us immediately by returning it to the sender and delete this copy from your system. Thank you for your
cooperation.

From: Tom Savage <tomsavage@utahopia.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:28 PM
To: gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Cc: Tom Savage <tomsavage@utahopia.com>
Subject: Proposed Vail Lift improvements
Dear Ms. Milliken
I trust this note finds you and yours well. Thank you for your service and support of our wonderful city’s
best interests.
As a native Utahan and longtime Park City resident my family and I are definitely in support of the
proposed Vail Resorts project improvement plans. Specfically, the replacement of the Silverload 6 pack
and the 8 passenger lift, and the new Eagle lifts changes.
We have a multitude of family anf guests visit each year and believe these changes will improve the
overall P.C. experience and help maintain our world class status as the community it has been and will
be.
Please if you have any questions you may reach me at the below.
Sincerely,

Tom Savage
Realtor Utahopia, LLC

BHHS Utah Properties,
Ph/Txt: 435.659.6810 | Fx: 435.649.5696
Email: tomsavage@utahopia.com
Website: www.Utahopia.com
Facebook | LinkedIn | Google+ | Pinterest

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be
aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of this e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify us immediately by returning it to the sender and delete this copy from your system. Thank you for your
cooperation.

The information contained in this message is confidential and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above, and may be privileged. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please reply to the
sender immediately, stating that you have received the message in error, then please delete this email. Thank you.

31 March 2022
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Re: Park City Lift Expansion Support
Gretchen,
I hope this finds you well and preparing for a busy summer season.
Of tremendous value to local business owners is the world-class status of Park City
Mountain Ski Resort. Local businesses, including ours, benefit from the continual
investment in infrastructure to keep PCMR at the front of a very competitive field.
My wife, Sara, and I support the proposed lift expansion(s) to improve skier flow and
mountain access. Please reach out directly if we may answer any questions about our
position.
Thank you for your acceptance of our letter.
Sincerely,
Rob & Sara Sergent
Owners – Alpine Distilling & Alpine Pie Bar
Board Member
Sara:
Park City Restaurant Association
Rob:
Park City Chamber of Commerce – Marketing
Utah Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (DABC)
SKIUTAH

May 19. 2021

VIA E MAIL AND FIRST-CLASS MAIL
Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
City of Park City
445 Marsac Avenue
Park City, Utah 84060
Re:

Park City Mountain Resort Additional Lift Capacity

Dear Ms. Milliken:
The purpose of this letter is voice support for the plan of Park City Mountain Resort to add lift capacity.
The focus of your approval should be based upon the improvements it will afford for residents, visitors and the
environment.
The approval process of this important project should not be diverted due to the unfortunate series of
events that has plagued the ski industry and our community. In some respects, we are the victims of our own
success, but we have an opportunity to address the demand we have created for our community and its excellent
skiing experiences.
One of the complaints we have heard in the past is the issue of long lines at two very important choke
points on the hill, (1) the Base, and (2) Silverlode. As someone who has skied on what was Treasure Mountain
since Year Two, I can testify to the long lines we experienced in the Silverlode area since the days of the
Prospector lift, two person chairs and anything but high speed.
The new alignment of the Eagle chair and the improvement to a high-speed chair will have many benefits
in addition to moving more people from the Base during peak periods. It will deliver skiers to an area of greater
choices of terrain and a more logical point for commencing the skiing experience. It will not deprive any skier
of the terrain now served by the outdated and inefficient current Eagle lift. It will not negatively affect the
environment as it lines up with a current ski corridor and allows for the restoration of the area of the former
Eagle lift.
The improvement to the Silverlode lift will allow the operator to load more skiers in a given time frame
and significantly reduce the wait times in this important transition area. It will provide a better ski experience
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and an attempt to remediate one of the biggest choke points at the resort. There is no negative effect on the
environment because the chair will follow the same path and not break any new ground.
Chair lifts are an expensive investment. There are many formulas that were formerly used in the ski
industry to justify the investment into new lifts. In this case, Park City Mountain Resort is willing to make an
investment in remediation of a problem that is not entirely of their making and may not meet the former criteria
for investing in such improvements. This is not an attempt to increase the number of skiers on a given day, but
a remedy to an issue inherited by the current operator from previous owners.
The community is on the map and locals, such as me, cannot turn back the clock. We need to move
forward and look for solutions. Park City Mountain Resort has proposed a solution to one of the items locals
have been voicing. Let’s solve one concern at a time and begin with increasing and improving lift capacity.

Very truly yours,

Thomas N. Jacobson

3079 Fairway Hills Court Park City, Utah 84060 | Phone: 435-615-9911 | Fax: 435-655-7062

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
FW: [External] Please reconsider placement of the new Eagle Lift
Wednesday, April 13, 2022 2:42:10 PM
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Gretchen Milliken
Planning Director
Park City Municipal Corporation
https://www.parkcity.org/departments/planning
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5008 | c: 435.659.4591

From: Kathy Fitzer <kathyfitzer@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 2:37 PM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: jennifer@parkcitylodging.com
Subject: [External] Please reconsider placement of the new Eagle Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Dear Gretchen,
I am writing to voice my concerns regarding the current plans for the placement of the proposed
expanded Eagle Lift. My husband and I are owners of a 4-bedroom condominium in Building 2 of
Snow Flower. We spend every winter in residence there. Although our unit is on the other side of
the building, and the view will not be affected, we would certainly be impacted in terms of access to
the mountain.
More important than the view being restricted for many units, access to and from the mountain
will be severely restricted. This condominium of 41 units has been in place for years. It seems
there should be an alternative that would enable the lift to be positioned further up the
mountain (closer to the current Eagle lift) in order to lessen the impact on Snow Flower owners
and renters.
I certainly see the advantages of expanding the current Eagle Lift, assuming it will, as promised, open

up greater access to the mountain, including access to beginner terrain. But, I hope that you will
insist on a plan that will have less negative impact on home-owners and visitors to Park City.
Thank you for your service to our city. I look forward to a solution to this issue that will be good for
all.
Sincerely,
Kathy Fitzer
Bldg. 2, Unit 82
Snow Flower Condominiums

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: Eagle Lift & SnowFlower
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 1:13:32 PM

From: Cary Harvey <sonic_man@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 1:10 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: FW: Eagle Lift & SnowFlower
This is a forward of a message sent to Gretchen.
I don’t want to miss the comments deadline.

Thanks,
Cary Harvey
Piney Woods Investments, LLC
(601)876-4009
From: Cary Harvey
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 1:38 PM
To: gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Subject: Eagle Lift & SnowFlower
Hello Gretchen,
I submit this email letter in support of the proposed changes to Eagle Lift by Vail/PCMR for
construction this summer.
I submit this support in different capacities.
1st as a board member of SnowFlower HOA 2.
2nd as an owner in Building 2 of the SnowFlower complex. I am in unit #56.
3rd as an owner of a total of 6 SnowFlower units.
Even though I do not speak on behalf of the entire SnowFlower HOA 2 board I very much
support this relocation of Eagle Lift project.
No development or remodeling as this could be considered, is without second guessing & possible
alternatives. As a Board member for HOA 2 I think this is a fantastic enhancement to PCMR & a
benefit to skiing owners & guests. I am recognizing a business continuing to make investments in
enhancing their service. As a skiing owner & now resident in Bldg. 2 I also see this as an
enhancement to my experience & that of my guests. It is a small trade-off to have some additional
steps to take to get onto a high speed 6-pack.
Thank you for your consideration & your compiling comments.

Thanks,
Cary Harvey
Piney Woods Investments, LLC
(601)876-4009

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: PCMR lift expansions
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 7:56:48 AM

From: M Falk <mfalk435@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 6:14 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR lift expansions

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
No. Just no please. It really is a matter of safety. Currently, and I doubt anyone would disagree,
there are too many people on the mountain at any given time. In 30 years, I have NEVER seen the
crowds that occurred this year after the build up since Vail took over. ( I had a close friend die 2
years ago from being hit by an out of control skier on a crowded run). It is causing the mountain to
be an unnecessarily dangerous place ( yes we all know about inherit risk).
Please hear me out. What has happened since “Epic” has taken over is that more people are
skiing/riding. Also more lower ability skiers/riders than ever before. More people with less ability =
danger. So, now they (Vail) want to put MORE people on the hill FASTER than they do now? Are you
kidding me? Right now there are X number of skiers per hour that they can upload from the base.
Town Lift Payday Cresent and Eagle. That’s a lot of uphill capacity! Changing Eagle will add many
more skiers per hour due to the change from 3 person fixed grip to high speed detachable. It might
be fair to say it will double or triple the number of people per hour placed on the runs. Silverlode
will add another 20% to what there already is.
The runs are already overcrowded. Do not allow it to become even more dangerous. It’s too late for
a lot of other measures around town (unless maybe you begin to limit nightly rentals in
inappropriate places) that could relieve the burden of our overcrowding but this is one you can do.
Just my opinion, does not make me right.
Michael.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

planning
Lillian Lederer
FW: Relocation of Eagle Chair Lift
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 7:52:33 AM

From: Bob Toller <bob.toller@rockwool.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 4:59 PM
To: planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Cc: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>; Jo Ella Toller <wtoller@msn.com>
Subject: Relocation of Eagle Chair Lift
Hi Gretchen – I have a feeling you are probably receiving numerous emails/letters regarding the
upcoming move of the Eagle Chair Lift in Park City.
With the proposed changes, as I understand them, I felt compelled to also reach out and express my
concern.
Our family has been an owner in Snowflower condos for over 30 years (currently #77 in building 2)
and to know this chair lift move could negatively affect the condos is very upsetting.
Be assured I am 100% in favor of mountain improvements but what I’m not in favor of is improving
one piece and creating a negative elsewhere and that’s exactly where I believe the chair lift move is
heading.
The fact that building #2, and others, will lose the true ski in/ski out feature, some will lose their
current views and some could realize a negative condo value hit is, simply put, unacceptable.
I would certainly hope the committee takes my, and all others, concerns seriously and in to
consideration when making the final decision.
A slight tweak with the chair lift placement improves the mountain while keeping the integrity of the
owners property intact.
Regards;
Bob Toller
770-375-6913 cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: [External] Comments on New Eagle Lift
Monday, April 18, 2022 6:08:47 AM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Greg Horn <greg@greghorn.com>
Date: April 16, 2022 at 03:17:38 MDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Comments on New Eagle Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hi Gretchen,
I am writing to comment on the proposed expansion of the Park CityMountain
Resort / Vail (PCMR) Eagle lift, the specific details of which are just now
becoming available to those of use who live next door. I have been an
owner/resident at Park City’s Snowflower condominiums since 1994 and my wife
first moved to Park City in 1972, qualifying us as long term members of the
community.
While we are all in favor of improved ski lifts at PCMR, we have several
concerns about the specifics of the expansion as it impacts our adjacent property
and appreciate the chance to comment in the hopes that they can be taken into
account in any final approval of the plan.
1. Reduced access to the ski hill from our property. In the proposed plan, the
staircase from Snowflower building 2 will be cordoned off due to a “low
clearance area”, reducing skier access to the resort from our ski-in, ski-out
property.
2. Reduced privacy. In the proposed plan, the lift line maze overlooks our
property’s pool area.
3. Increased traffic and illegal parking. There is already a significant problem
with locals and vacationers illegally overwhelming the Snowflower property
roads and parking garages as the PCMR lots fill up (often very early in the day),
and the expansion of Eagle is likely to make this problem much worse.

Thank you for taking these impacts into account in negotiating final modifications
before approval of the Eagle lift improvements.
Best regards,
Greg Horn
Snowflower #156, #157 #158
401 Silver King Drive
Park City, UT 84060

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth; John Sale; Kara Bowyer
Fwd: [External] Eagle lift
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 2:30:25 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Sue Ogle <sojo2@cox.net>
Date: April 19, 2022 at 11:55:26 PDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Eagle lift
[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hello,
  We are owners of a Snow Flower condominium and are very concerned about
the addition to Eagle lift. It seems that it is way to close to building 2 and will
impact our whole area. Please consider moving it away from the building and
further up the hill.
  Thank you,
  Sue and Jim Ogle unit #36
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer
Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: [External] letter of support for Park City lift enhancements
Friday, April 15, 2022 2:48:40 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Hargis Matt <Matt.Hargis@srpnet.com>
Date: April 15, 2022 at 15:40:51 EDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] letter of support for Park City lift enhancements

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Dear Ms. Milliken,
I am writing this letter in support of the Park City Mountain lift upgrade project
currently under review with the city. As a long Park City skier, one time resident, and
current owner of a cabin in the nearby Weber River valley, I’ve spent many winter days
over the years enjoying the Park City slopes. The growing congestion on the mountain
in recent years is a concern of any skier and negatively impacts the overall experience.
Vail really seems to be taking the right steps with this lift upgrade package to improve
congestion and reduce wait times at the most crowded areas like Silverlode and First
Time.
I sincerely hope you have received many other notes of support and this lift upgrade
project is approved accordingly. It just makes so much sense for such a popular ski area
that needs lift improvements to meet the demand and improve skier experience.
Thank you for your consideration,
Matt Hargis

480-752-9875

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth; John Sale; Kara Bowyer
Fwd: [External] PCMR Eagle Lift Proposal
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 4:56:58 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bill Bohls <bill.bohls@gmail.com>
Date: April 19, 2022 at 15:46:37 PDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Eagle Lift Proposal

[CAUTION] This is an external email.

April 19, 2022

Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Re: PCMR relocation of Eagle Lift
Dear Ms. Milliken,
I recently learned of the proposed relocation of the Eagle lift by
Park City Mountain Resort/Vail (“PCMR”) and I am deeply
concerned. I own a condominium in Building II in the Snow
Flower complex and for many years have greatly appreciated
being a neighbor to PCMR and valued our ski-in/ski-out access to
the resort.  
I was aware PCMR was going to upgrade the Eagle lift to a high
speed “six pack” and I believe virtually all skiers will welcome any
steps PCMR takes to reduce lift lines at the base of the mountain.

However, I was only recently made aware that the base of the lift
would be relocated extremely close to our building in the Snow
Flower. So close, in fact, the building will literally be in the
shadow of the lift as Snow Flower is slightly below the raised
grade where the lift is proposed. I do not have actual
measurements, but it appears the lift will be
located approximately 35’ from Snow Flower building II. In
addition, the proposed lift maze will run parallel to our property
line with PCMR. Having potentially hundreds of people in lift lines
overlooking our pool and units facing the slopes presents
concerns over noise and privacy and will negatively impact Snow
Flower owners’ enjoyment of theirproperty.
I realize there are competing goals in determining the location of
the new Eagle lift base. Realignment of the lift to provide both a
mid-mountain station and extending the lift near the top of the
King Con lift seem to be priorities for PCMR. However, moving
the base of the lift so close to the Snow Flower condos seems to
be designed to reduce the distance to proposed PEG
development by a few yards, much to Snow Flower’s detriment.
Moving the base of the new Eagle lift closer to the site of the
current Eagle lift base will not significantly impact access and will
greatly reduce noise and maintain privacy for Snow Flower. For
these reasons, I respectfully ask the
PlanningDepartment request PCMR to develop plans that use the
existing Eagle lift base site and are more considerate of PCMR’s
neighbors.
Sincerely,

Bill Bohls

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth; John Sale; Kara Bowyer
Fwd: [External] Upgrade Eagle Lift to Six Passenger Lift
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 7:08:03 AM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Richard Mingo <richmingo@gmail.com>
Date: April 19, 2022 at 20:04:31 PDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] Upgrade Eagle Lift to Six Passenger Lift

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Park City Planning Department
Attn: Gretchen Milliken,
Planning Director
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060

Re: Park City Mountain Resort’s Proposal to Upgrade Eagle Lift to Six Passenger Lift
Dear Ms. Milliken,

April 19, 2022

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the proposed placement of the new
Eagle lift at Park City Mountain Resort. My family owns Unit No. 10 at Snow Flower
and we are quite concerned that the placement of the new lift in such close
proximity to our shared property boundary will negatively impact the use, enjoyment
and value of our property. The new lift is in such close proximity to Snow Flower that

owners and guests of the building will be impacted by the noise from operation of
the lift and of the gathering guests of the resort as they que up. The noise will be
unabated while the lift is in operation during the ski season and possibly for off
season use as well. As planned, the lift would impact the privacy of many of
Snow Flowers' owners as the lift would look directly down onto the decks / balconies
of many condos in Snow Flower complex and the pool. The lift will also increase the
amount of trespass parking and access across Snow Flower property.
As PCMR’s closest neighbors, we will be the most heavily impacted by the placement
of the new lift and ask that the Commission take our concerns under
consideration. We ask that the City and PCMR work closely with the Snow Flower
HOA board to identify and implement enforceable plans to fully mitigate impacts to
Snow Flower complex and its community.
Sincerely,

Imogene Mingo
#10 Snow Flower
richmingo@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth; John Sale; Kara Bowyer
Fwd: Relocation of Eagle Chair Lift
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 4:56:27 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bob Toller <bob.toller@rockwool.com>
Date: April 19, 2022 at 15:55:17 PDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: Jo Ella Toller <wtoller@msn.com>
Subject: Relocation of Eagle Chair Lift


Hi Gretchen – I have a feeling you are probably receiving numerous emails/letters
regarding the upcoming move of the Eagle Chair Lift in Park City.
With the proposed changes, as I understand them, I felt compelled to also reach out
and express my concern.
Our family has been an owner in Snowflower condos for over 30 years (currently #77 in
building 2) and to know this chair lift move could negatively affect the condos is very
upsetting.
Be assured I am 100% in favor of mountain improvements but what I’m not in favor of
is improving one piece and creating a negative elsewhere and that’s exactly where I
believe the chair lift move is heading.
The fact that building #2, and others, will lose the true ski in/ski out feature, some will
lose their current views and some could realize a negative condo value hit is, simply
put, unacceptable.
I would certainly hope the committee takes my, and all others, concerns seriously and
in to consideration when making the final decision.
A slight tweak with the chair lift placement improves the mountain while keeping the
integrity of the owners property intact.
Regards;
Bob Toller
770-375-6913 cell

Christie Babalis
1565 Village Round Drive
Park City, UT 84098
(801) 652-1879
Babalisc100@gmail.com

Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org
April 6, 2022
Dear Ms. Milliken:
I am writing in support of Park City Mountain’s recent application for lift upgrades. One of the
most important factors in delivering a world class ski experience is an efficient and modern lift
system. Our community wants our resorts to invest in the mountain and the ski experience and
lifts are a key factor in improving both. The 2 lifts proposed will provide improved circulation
and much shorter lift lines in areas that desperately need it.
The on-mountain experience at Park City Mountain will be greatly improved by the expansion of
the Eagle and Silverload chairlifts. Changes are needed and these 2 lift improvements are a great
solution to address lift lines and crowds. I hope Park City Municipal will approve this major
investment in the guest experience at Park City Mountain.
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or wish to discuss.

Very truly yours,

Christie Babalis

Lynne Morgan
Owner, Snowflower #130
P.O. Box 3277
Santa Barbara, CA 93130
April 15, 2022
To: Gretchen Milliken, Planning Director
In Re: Snow Flower Condominiums: Proposed 6-person Eagle Lift to be installed on the
Park City Mountain Resort (PCMR)
Dear Planning Commissioners,
We are writing regarding our concerns about the proposed 6-person chair lift to be
installed on the Park City Mountain Resort (PCMR) adjacent to the Snow Flower
condominiums. We have several concerns that we would like to address with the Park
City Planning Commission and to be considered during the Public Administration
Hearing.
We would like the Park City Planning Commission to assign an advocate to represent
the homeowners of Snow Flower Condominiums (at the builder’s expense) to ensure
our rights are protected and addressed, before and during the entire building process.
We would like to partner for the most positive outcome for all.
Our concerns are primarily related to security, protection of property, noise, loss of
value and the impending expenses related to upgrading our property for privacy. We
respectfully ask that you please address the following in your next meeting:
•

Fencing – If the chair lift installation is built up to the setback line, Snow Flower
will need to place a fence for our security, permission may need to be obtained
that Snow Flower would have this right. Also, what plan does the resort have to
assist with costs that are directly related to the PMCR project?

•

Parking and Property – Access and control plans are needed to control foot and
car traffic that may enter Silver King Drive and our building parking. Greatly
expanded parking capacity at PCMR should be included in the project plans prior
to approvals.

•

Restrooms – Will PCMR put restrooms near 3 Kings/ First Time/ new lift base?
More traffic and guests starting their ski experience at these chairlifts will require
restroom facilities. Nonresident foot traffic on the Snow Flower property will
require homeowners to alter public access security, which will be an additional
expense for homeowners.

•

Access to grounds and pool – Security? More fencing? These and other issues
need to be thought out and planned for prior to approval.

•

Liability - With more people adjacent to our property and the ensuing security
issues, liability expenses will be increased. How will PCMR compensate Snow
Flower for increased insurance?

•

Noise abatement – What is the plan to reduce noise during hours of
construction? Once chair lift is in operation, limits need to be imposed on volume
and timing of music.

•

Privacy – Windows facing the mountain and the new chairlift will be exposed.
This is a major loss of our privacy. How does PCMR propose to address this? If
Snow Flower currently has CC&Rs restricting polarizing and other window
treatments to be allowed for privacy, then it becomes necessary to amend Snow
Flower CC&Rs at the expense of PCMR.

•

Protection of property values – We greatly value our view along with our ski in
and ski out access to the mountain. These qualities are some of the most
coveted assets for rental income, as well as property value. How will the chair lift
impact our view of the mountain?

•

Access – Our current ski in and ski out access to the mountain must be planned
for and maintained daily.

•

Income - How long of a period will this chair lift take to build from start to finish
and how will that impact our stay, or affect our guests stay, and our rental
income?
We very much appreciate all your time and efforts on this project and your
attention to Snow Flower Homeowners quality of life, privacy, and security
concerns.
Sincerely,
Lynne Morgan

April 11, 2022
Park City Planning Department
ATTN: Gretchen Milliken
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
Re: Letter of Support for PCMR Chairlifts & Improvements
Dear Gretchen:
I understand you are entertaining public input for the proposed Lift
improvements and realignment of the Eagle Chairlift at Park City Mountain
Resort.
In addition to improved guest circulation and reduced chairlift times, please
know that the realigned Eagle lift would improve the capabilities of Park City
Mountain to host a venue for a future Olympic Winter Games.
For all these reasons, know that I am very supportive of PCM’s request and
hope the City would approve this.

Sincerely,

Colin Hilton
President/CEO
Utah Olympic Legacy Foundation

To: Gretchen Milliken, Park City Planning Director
Copy: Rule Makers, and Code Enforcers of Park City Municipal Corporation.
From: Clive Bush, Park City resident.
Date: April 19, 2022

Re: Park City Mountain Lift Upgrade Application.
Vail Corporations’ footprint and impact on our community is significant and affects us all. On
one side - Epic Promise delivers the goods to our charities, non-profits and youth sports clubs.
Whereas, concerns regarding Vail’s operational impact has focused the spotlight on these
proposed lift upgrades.
So much so, The Chief Operating Officer of Park City Mountain Resort wrote an editorial in the
Park Record to explain some things. Sadly what transpired typifies a myopic perspective that
attempts to justify an automatic approval for lift upgrades to enhance on-mountain guest
experience and safety, while ignoring consequential and meaningful impacts elsewhere.
In contrast, I must ask that in your deliberate and purposeful approval process, you determine
what’s real and impactful, and what is not:
1. Comfortable Carrying Capacity NOT REAL
Vail’s Director of Land Use explained at a recent Planning Commission Work Session
that the Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) is merely a planning tool with NO
bearing on actual visitations. This is plainly obvious as the mountain operates within
its theorized capacity, while overwhelming the community and infrastructure
surrounding it.
The planning authority has a duty to address this mismatch between theory and
reality that defies City Code. Hopeful conjecture that visitors will stop arriving
because it’s uncomfortable is a desertion of the truth. While adding to, or shifting
parking offsite - fails to grasp the applicants’ unlimited, and uncontrollable
invitations via its season pass offerings are the primary, if not the singular cause, of
mounting negative impacts on our community that thwarts mandatory and
predictable mitigation.
Park City Municipal can no longer ignore what is being done at resorts and national
parks across the country - reservation systems for people, cars or both are in place
to right size crowds. These are paying off with win/win outcomes that are a step
ahead of Park City’s laggard approach to-date.

2. On-Site Parking Analysis NOT REAL
Theorized CCC does not predict future (or existing) day skier parking requirements.
SE Groups’ January 3rd memorandum concludes that the 1200 day skier spaces will
continue to be sufficient to serve the CCC of the resort – fantastic, except we must
deal in the real world which proves the inadequacy of the current day skier parking
– it’s overwhelmed – you must resolve what’s real - not text book folly.
The assumption that the increased capacity of the resort will be balanced out by
new base area development is equally absurd. Premature in its prediction, SE group
provide no solution to turn the tide on the real world dynamics of spawning growth
of traffic brought about by changes in local population; new zoning (HTRZ); national
exposure; worldwide marketing – “largest ski resort in America”; unlimited pass
sales, while concluding that not much has changed.
Notwithstanding these implausible assumptions, SE Group, like Vail and EchoSign
agree that their calculations for day skier parking are theoretical, and have no
bearing on actual numbers.
3. Parking Mitigation Plan NOT REAL.
We have yet to see the applicants’ submission or supporting data for parking
mitigation. They must provide the right number of parking stalls with sufficient
throughput capacity. It’s clear there is a serious throughput problem as evidenced
by our own personal queuing experiences, and as shown in this photo from the Park
Record.
https://www.parkrecord.com/news/park-city/park-city-growth-pace-too-slow-justright-too-fast/
Substantial enough, it prompted City Hall into an emergency rescue act to change
the circulation ahead of the Presidents Day weekend. Queuing prevailed - got worse
offsite, and other negative side-effects appeared.
It’s common sense that when traffic grinds to a halt you will count less cars – a
complete blockade results in a count of zero. Significant queuing reduces the
numbers by limiting access over time, it shifts the impairments of congestion onto
someone else - residential streets, private parking lots, other businesses, while
others simply give up.
Parking mitigation must account for all present, future as well as these disturbed
demands if it is to be everlasting. It must properly limit throughput to on-site
parking stalls, while capturing overflow parking beforehand to keep this all in-check.
I’m not sure how you predict the future demand if you continue to allow
uncontrolled, unlimited access, however?

4. Offsite Parking NOT REAL
Capacities of the streets and parking was exceeded on many days of the week this
winter, and not just on weekends. Residential streets required police blockades to
rescue whole neighborhoods from excessive commercial intrusion.
Offsite parking must capture vehicles before the resort that is predominantly
redirected as overflow today. It’s no longer viable to rely on a school parking lot a
few days each year. The focus needs to switch from temporary overflow parking to
an off-site parking requirement that is properly and permanently signed,
predictable, visible on electronic mapping services, and available every day of the
week.
5. Safety: NOT REAL
There’s no safer place on the mountain than a lift line. Nothing in this application
addresses the diminished safety on resort roads brought about by the circulation
changes this winter. Flaggers are fallible in their ability to control large groups of
pedestrians offloading from buses into multiple lanes of parked and moving cars.
This should be a priority of this applicant if we are to believe the editorial that safety
is this applicant’s number one priority.
In summary:
I’m sure like me, most of you want to be riding cushy new lifts next season, but with
upgrades comes the responsibility to the entire community of mitigating impacts. This
application fails to deliver the results to overcome any increase in capacity, no matter
how small. The following three items from Park City’s Land Management Code under
review remain unresolved. They create insufferable conditions for the community today
that will be inflamed further by improper or deficient mitigation as currently submitted.
#2 Traffic considerations including capacity of existing streets in the Area;
#5 Location and amount of off-Street parking;
#6 Internal vehicular and pedestrian circulation system;
I look forward to seeing these items addressed in a foolproof and enduring manner
before any approval is granted. The community of Park City will thank you for doing so!
Regards,
Clive Bush, Resident Park City.
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Julie Schultz
Executive Office Administrator
Park City Municipal - Planning Department
445 Marsac Avenue, PO Box 1480
Park City, UT 84060
o: 435.615.5061
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From: Eric Moxham <emoxham@me.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 11:59 AM
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: Matt Dias <matt.dias@parkcity.org>; planning <planning@parkcity.org>
Subject: [External] PCMR Lift Upgrade CUP / For Public Record

[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Hi. I am writing to express my concerns related to the routing of Park City Mountain Resort’s
proposed new Eagle lift as a replacement for the resort's existing Eagle and Eaglet lifts.
Per Section 15.1.10.E.15 of the City’s Code, a project must be reviewed for its environmental impact.
The proposed routing (reference attached Exhibit B) for the resort’s new Eagle lift will require
excavation, cutting down trees, and pouring of cement pads for new lift towers and will result in
additional collateral damage from the required heavy equipment to do this work. Alternatively, it
would seem to make more sense environmentally and likely from a cost perspective to follow the
routing for the resort's existing Eagle and Eaglet lifts with the final termination point extending
higher on the mountain than the existing Eaglet lift to the same approximate termination point as
Vail’s proposed routing for the new Eagle lift, which is adjacent to the termination point for the
resort’s existing King Con lift. From a cost perspective, the avoidance of costs related to the required
cutting of the new proposed route would likely offset the cost of any additional required towers for
following the existing Eagle and Eaglet routing. This also would result in the preservation of the
resort’s mountain tree stands and corresponding vistas.

While not applicable for review under Section 15.1.10.E.15, the proposed routing also is unfortunate
for its impact on guest experience, the community, and particularly the community’s athletes. By
following the routing of the resort’s existing Eagle and Eaglet lifts, it would allow for the proposed
new Eagle lift mid station to be more logically located at the termination point for the resort’s
existing Eagle lift and starting point for the resort’s existing Eaglet lift. This would preserve the new
lift’s use for providing our local and visiting national athletes efficient access to the resort’s famed
CB’s and Picabo’s runs for both training and competition purposes. Additionally, it would preserve
more optionally for the resort’s guests to efficiently access both the resort’s King Con and Silver Star
lifts and adjacent terrain. The required lift turn at the mid station for this alternate routing is
common in the industry with a lift turn on Canyon’s Red Pine gondola and at many resorts in the
Wasatch as well as other national and global resorts. Conversely, Vail’s proposed mid station
location next to the termination point of the resort’s existing Three Kings lift is redundant with the
terrain served by this lift and makes accessing both CB’s and Picabo’s from the new proposed mid
station location infeasible for athletes. Additionally, and as referenced in the Ecosign Resort
Planner’s report commissioned by the City (reference attached Exhibit M), the proposed placement
of the mid station in close proximity to the termination point of the resort’s existing Three Kings lift
suggests that the resort would logically consider removing the Three Kings lift that currently
efficiently services guest and local freestyle athletes use of the Three Kings Park. While clearly
speculation (mine and the broader community’s), this likely would be a precursor to the resort
moving or entirely removing the Three Kings Park, which is clearly an important part of the resort’s
and community’s fabric and identity as a premier training and competition venue for freestyle skiing
and snowboard athletes. The dedicated Three Kings lift allows for efficient use of the park by not
requiring guests and athletes to wait in line with other resort guests, who are skiing/boarding other
parts of the mountain. It is important for both our alpine athletes and freestyle athletes to have
efficient access to their respective alpine and freestyle terrain and parks to allow for maximum
training time, which leads to faster skill progression and ultimately better results in competitions.
In summary, by following the routing of the resort’s existing Eagle and Eaglet lifts and locating the
mid station at the termination point of the existing Eagle lift, the resort’s new Eagle lift would result
in greatly reduced environment impact associated with the lift replacements as well as maximize
accessibility of other lifts and terrain for all resort guests plus preserve CB’s and Picabo’s as premier
and efficient training and competition venues for the community’s alpine athletes and the Three
Kings Park as a premier and efficient training and competition venue for the community’s freestyle
athletes. It is important for City staff and the community to remember that CB’s was the giant slalom
venue and Three Kings was the half pipe venue for the 2002 Winter Olympics. Therefor, It is vital to
preserve and enhance these venues for the future as the city and state court the International
Olympic Committee to host the 2030 or 2034 Winter Olympic Games.
Respectfully,
Eric Moxham
917.399.6725
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Gretchen Milliken
Lillian Lederer; Alexandra Ananth
Fwd: [External] Home Components Calendar Event 38721/14 April 20,2022
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 12:27:45 PM

Doesn’t make the cut, but if possible please include
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: lrpetersen@aol.com
Date: April 20, 2022 at 11:20:03 PDT
To: Gretchen Milliken <gretchen.milliken@parkcity.org>
Cc: jennifer@parkcitylodging.com
Subject: [External] Home Components Calendar Event 38721/14
20,2022
Reply-To: lrpetersen@aol.com

April


[CAUTION] This is an external email.
Ms. Milliken,
I am the owner of Unit #47 in Building 2 at Snow Flower Condominiums.  
I have been thinking and rewriting comments to you for over a week.
Words cannot express the fear, anxiety and disappointment I feel over
PCMR's proposal to move the Eagle Lift literally 35 feet from my living
room, dining room, and bedroom.
I purchased my first tiny unit in Building 4 almost 30 years ago.
Approximately 14 years ago I was lucky enough to trade "up" for my
current unit.
I knew eventually my son would move out, I would get to be too old to ski
and life would slow down. Those things I cannot change. However, I
expected rightfully so that as this happened, I would sit in my condo or on
my patio and see the beautiful mountains, watch skiers coming down, and
feel a part of life going on -- summer and winter.
I am not against development or expansion BUT I am against people
coming in and literally changing the outcome for those around them.
PCMR's proposal will forever negatively impact the lives of people who

have lived here for years. Those of us who have invested our "blood,
sweat, and tears" and dollars in Park City, creating an amazing town and
ski area could see it allliterally wiped out by one vote in support of a
corporation.
I understand construction noise, winter cats driving outside my window,
music playing on the lifts BUT I do not understand anyone who supports
building 35' from someone's home (condo) whose life will be negatively
impacted, and not for the better, forever.
There are alternatives to the plan. PCMR has the ability to design an
alternative for the Eagle Lift without damaging residents.  
Aside from the above, this project will ABSOLUTELY negatively affect the
value of my condo. I have made payments for years. The
investment/principle in the condo is what I will live on someday. It will pay
for my assisted living!  
PLEASE consider everyone impacted by this project. No skier will be
denied a day of skiing, no executive or company will make one less dollar
without it but all of us at Snow Flower will SUFFER immeasurable and
irreparable damage if it is approved.



Sincerely,
Laurie Petersen
Unit #47 Snow Flower Condominiums

